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Watermelon season! Cherry season! Artichoke season?

One thing's for sure, it's the season 
for something. And that means 
different things to different people. 
With summer nearly upon us 
according to the calendar and 
already here according to many non-
calendar watchers, that means it's 
time to break out the main summer 
fruits like watermelon and cherries. 
You'll have to keep reading to see 
how artichokes round out this trio.  

Aside from preparing for summer, people's minds are on other things too. If you 
watch the news, you'll know that inflation is the top concern for people on both 
sides of the border. With inflation hitting the food industry hard, it is not a big 
stretch to think the organizations that respond best will come out on top. But 
inflation doesn't end with the price tag. The value derived from the price on the 
tag plays a big role too.

Read on to get a peak at some responses to the one topic that will consume the 
thoughts of produce customers for the foreseeable future.

Like our Newsletter? Share it, we don’t mind, really.
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This Month’s Features

Produce Moneyball

45 Count Seeded 
Watermelon

24 Count Artichokes

18 lb. 11-11½ Row Red 
Cherries

That's what she (and he) 
said
Food waste. Is it real? And 
what can be done about it? 
Check in with our panel to 
get some clues.

Store Tours

The first evidence of 
local descends on the 
stores. Plus, some 
conventional looks in a 
discount environment.

Featured Service

Retail 101 Seminar

It's summer, who's got time for team 

training, right? While that might be true, that 

doesn't mean you should be putting off skill 

enhancement forever.

That's where the Retail 101 seminar can be a 

great investment. The seminar covers retail

objectives, negotiating situations, merchandising and operations. Packed with real 

examples of the retail world and an interactive experience that brings the learnings to life, 

either in person or delivered virtually. Whether summer is a good time to train or it's better 

to put off until the fall, the Retail 101 seminar is a great introduction to the world of retail. 

Click the picture above to find out more.

https://execulytics.ca/retail-101/
https://execulytics.ca/retail-101/


The word inflation is on the tips of just about everyone's tongue. "What prices are 

inflating?", "How high will inflation take them?" and "When will inflation begin to 

settle?" Are all questions consuming the thoughts of many produce professionals. I 

wish I had the answers. Sadly, neither I, nor anyone else for that matter can make 

claim to knowing those answers. All we can do is prepare for inflation to persist, at 

least for the short term and provide an offer that will help the produce purchasing 

public cope a little better.

To that end, this month, Produce Moneyball will focus on products that will give us a 

little more bang for our produce buck. Keep reading to learn our best take on 35 

count Seeded Watermelon, 24 count Artichokes and 18 lb. 11-11½ Row Red Cherries. 

These are all products that gram per gram provide better value than alternative 

produce items designed to satisfy a similar need. Just remember, that while Produce 

Moneyball is using our proprietary method to predict money saving future costs, 

sometimes, in rare situations, freak occurrences happen, like a sudden onslaught of 

inflation. While no one is expecting a freak occurrence like war, pestilence or 

insurrection, it is still wise to use other sources of information in conjunction with 

Produce Moneyball when making decisions.

Produce Moneyball

http://execulytics.ca/produce-almanac/


While it's easy to see that 35 count seeded watermelon have been inflationary for much of 

the last ten years, 2.3% annually by our math, the cost per pound remains quite reasonable. 

Throughout the month of July, Produce Moneyball is predicting costs to be close to $0.16 

per pound FOB. That's about $5.60 per melon. At 35 lbs. a piece there's a lot of watermelon 

to feed a lot of people for a reasonable price. 

35 Count Seeded Watermelon
Lately, at least over the last decade or two, consumer preferences have led to a boost in 

the demand for smaller watermelons. And the desire to get everything seedless has 

touched the watermelon category as it has many others. But is it possible that in this era of 

inflation, customers will once again gravitate to larger, seeded melons? If so, you'd be wise 

to give your seed-spitting pits a good rake.



It is a little shocking to see the crash-like downward trendline representing 8.8% annual 

deflation for the last eight years. 2021 did provide a bit of an upward blip. The question for 

this year; is the blip more than a blip or will deflation come roaring back? Produce 

Moneyball predicts a return to deflation with FOB costs beginning July right at $10 then 

dropping consistently to the mid single digits.

24 Count Artichokes
You might be thinking, why are artichokes on this list? After all some people may not 

consider them a classic summer produce favourite. While that might be true for many 

people, they do fit in nicely on a crudité platter. Either as a dipper or a dippee. I wonder, 

will people dip artichokes into an artichoke dip? There are some events not even Produce 

Moneyball can predict.



18 lb. 11-11½ Row Red Cherries

There was a big spike in 2013 and another in 2020. Outside of those years, FOB costs ranged 

mostly between $20 and $30 all the while chugging along at a rather pedestrian 0.24% 

annual inflation. Since we do not expect the seven-year glitch to return until 2027, Produce 

Moneyball predicts FOB costs to start the month just above $30 and dropping a buck or 

two each week throughout July. 

Cherries are a premium product, right? If that's the case, then why do they show up this 

month when we are featuring inflation busters? Well, July just wouldn't seem right if it did 

not include lots and lots of cherries. But they do not need to be overly expensive. There are 

lots of sizes to choose from and the smaller sizes, including rows 11 and 11½ can be quite 

reasonably priced.



If you like Produce 
Moneyball, you'll love the 
2022 Produce Almanac. 
Jammed with historic and 
predicted costs and freight 
rates, organic premiums, 
retail prices plus other 
produce market stats. Click 
the button to see feedback 
from past readers, learn 
about all the features and 
see a sample of this year’s 
edition. You can also book 
your e-copy.

Produce Almanac

https://execulytics.ca/produce-almanac/
https://execulytics.ca/produce-almanac/


Consider this scenario. Imagine that nearly two 

weeks ago you purchased your favourite fruit in 

a 1 lb. (454-gram) package for a retail price of 

$5. You consume three-quarters of it and after 

five days you toss the last quarter in the 

garbage because it has spoiled. One week later, 

when shopping again you purchased the same 

product at the same $5 price but instead of 

being in a 1 lb. package, it has been downsized 

to a 340-gram package. You begrudgingly 

purchase the product, after all, it is your 

favourite. Fast forward to today, you are 

cursing the store because the 340-gram 

package is finished, and you are out now until 

the day after tomorrow when you next go 

shopping. You are angry because not only are 

you without your favourite fruit, but this 

inflation or in this case shrinkflation is killing 

your pocketbook. Or is it?   

That’s what she (and he) said

Too often the perception of a product's cost is solidified at the cash register. What happens 

after the cash register is a different thing altogether. While food waste may be considered a 

problem to be tackled, it is infrequently factored into the what we commonly consider to be 

the retail price of a product. In a nutshell, inflation is a problem, food waste is a problem and 

ne'er the twain shall meet. 

Maybe it does not need to be that way. If as an industry, we can effectively communicate that 

wasted food should be factored into a product's cost maybe, just maybe the two can be 

considered in tandem. To be successful though, we need to understand how customers want 

to battle food waste in their homes. And that's where That's what she (and he) said comes in. 

In our most recent survey of 1,000 Canadian grocery shoppers, we probed the issue of food 

waste looking to better understand what types of solutions would be most welcomed. 

https://execulytics.ca/produce-dna/


First things First. Is Produce being Wasted?
The simple answer to this question is yes. When asked, our panel of 

1,000 grocery shoppers told us on average they waste 24% of all the 

fruits and vegetables they purchase from the grocery store. In very 

practical terms that means when you purchase four apples, you eat 

three and throw away one. Whatever price you paid for those four 

apples, you actually paid for only three apples. If you thought you paid 

$1.99 per pound, your true price per pound was $2.65. This is, if I may 

borrow a saying from the '90's, a 'thing that makes you go hmmm...'

The second question to ask, is who is responsible for all this waste? 

Again, the simple answer is everyone. But it is a little more nuanced 

than that. There are few differences based on gender, income or 

geography, however age does provide some variability. It is quite clear 

from the index chart below that younger demographics are apt to 

waste a higher percentage of fruits and vegetables. In this case the 

index represents the percentage over the average score across the 

entire population.



What can be Done about it?
The good news in all of this is the produce buying public is aware of their waste and 

appear to be motivated to help become a part of the solution. We asked the panel to 

select from a group of potential product changes that if made would help to reduce waste 

in their homes. As seen in the chart below, the top option, supported by nearly half the 

panel, is simply to reduce the amount of product required to purchase. This presents a 

sticky situation, particularly in the height of an inflationary period, given that people are 

on the watch for examples of shrinkflation. Nevertheless, Canadians appear to be willing 

to try smaller sizes. Improving shelf life was the second most popular choice which can be 

accomplished many ways. It could be through variety development, improved post-

harvest handling throughout the supply chain or a greater focus on local products. The 

third choice was for more protective packaging, not to be confused with more packaging, 

but rather a different type that protects the product better. There were other options, but 

its a good bet that a good chunk of grocery shoppers would accept one or more of these

THE BOTTOM LINE:  A significant portion of fruits and vegetables are being wasted before 

they are consumed, contributing to a massive food waste problem. While it is clear that all 

demographic groups are responsible for this issue, younger age groups report a higher 

percentage of waste. The grocery shopping public expressed an interest in purchasing 

smaller sizes that last longer and are protected with better packaging to help control the 

problem. These solutions have the potential to ease the burdens of waste and inflation if 

communicated effectively.

solutions to help reduce 

food waste. The key is to 

effectively communicate 

the waste reduction and 

inflation busting 

potential of these 

solution. But that is for 

another day.



If custom Execulytics research can help your organization 

understand your customer better, enabling a more competitive 

market position, click on the button to get started.

Harness the power of consumer intelligence

Get Started Today

https://execulytics.ca/produce-dna/
https://execulytics.ca/produce-dna/


While inflation remains a problem, local programs begin their descent into 

the stores with asparagus, the traditional inaugural local program, making 

its appearance known. In a further counter-assault on inflation, some 

discount store traditions are being challenged.

Store Tours



Ontario

I feel a long-weekend coming on

Although it seems like only a distant memory, the first long weekend of the summer in 

Ontario came and went. May two-four as the locals call it can be recognized by the large 

Ontario grown asparagus displays, as its short season hits a peak right around the Victoria 

Day long weekend. Pictured above left in a Longos store is a display of local asparagus 

proudly displaying the Foodland Ontario table wrap. The other tell-tale sign of the season's 

first long weekend are large bin drop displays of seedless watermelon. Pictured above right 

is the build up to the big event. 

Cheese Anyone?

What goes better with a bowl of grapes than 

a good piece of cheese. It's hard to find 

anything that does not go well with cheese, 

or grapes for that matter. I love to see the 

cross-merchandising, very customer friendly, 

nice going Longos. There is no room for 

territorialism in merchandising.



One Way to Save Money - Shop Discount

This Ontario Freshco store is making the most of 

that opportunity. This store is sporting the type 

of merchandising flair normally seen in a 

conventional grocery setting. Take for example 

off shelf displays like the one pictured above 

featuring grape tomatoes and English 

cucumbers. Or the display pictured on the right 

with the HUGE Foodland Ontario sign featuring 

local Ontario asparagus. While the display tactics 

are taken from a conventional playbook, the 

pricing tactics are a full discount play. Price points 

of $1.00, $2.00 and $3.00 send a message to the 

customer that they are still in a discount store.

Recent consumer research has told us that the switch to discount shopping is already 

happening amongst conventional shoppers. This, in an effort to alleviate the cash 

crunch caused by food inflation, with many people trying out the discount grocery 

option in their hometown for the very first time. As the saying goes, 'you only have 

one chance to make a first impression'. 



And speaking of discount messaging, pictured below are ceiling hung price boards providing a 

further reminder of the discount roots in this store. Prices like $3.00 for tray pack corn or 

$4.00 per pound for cherries give potential customers a potential nudge, suggesting inflation 

does not have to rob you of the seasonal produce you love.



If there are elements of this newsletter that you think could become a custom service 

for your organization, drop me a line, I am available to discuss your business needs. 

Feel free to forward this email to your colleagues and encourage them to subscribe by 

sending their name and email address to info@execulytics.ca or by signing up at our 

website execulytics.ca

Sincerely,

Managing Partner

Mike Mauti

Execulytics Consulting
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

info@execulytics.ca

Heard around the watercooler
Some of the articles we read last month that we couldn't wait to share with you

Is the world too 
reliant on wheat, rice 
and corn?

Fix these structural flaws 
to prevent the next 
global food price crisis, 
report advises.

The Meal Kit Market 
in Canada May have 
Peaked

Do other channels 
deliver better options to 
a customer searching for 
value?

McKinsey lays out 
2022 grocery 
priorities

Five areas grocery 
executives should 
prioritize this year

Three squares all 
from food waste

I eat for free by hanging 
out at wasteful 
supermarket dumpsters
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